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ABSTRACT Duck circovirus disease (DuCVD), as an
immunosuppressive disease, is a threat to the poultry
industry. In order to diagnose this disease quickly and
accurately, a real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-
aided amplification (RF-RAA) method was established
to detect duck circovirus (DuCV). The results showed
that the quantity of amplification products was positively
correlated with the value of fluorescence signal. Obvious
detection results can be observed at 41°C after 15 min
reaction. This method has good specificity and has no
cross reaction with Muscovy duck parvovirus (MDPV),
duck enteritis virus (DEV), fowl adenovirus (FAdV),
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porcine circovirus (PCV), and duck hepatitis A virus
(DHAV). The sensitivity test showed that the minimum
concentration of template detected by RF-RAA for
DuCV was 10° copies/mL, and its sensitivity was 10 times
higher than that of real-time fluorescence-based quantita-
tive PCR (RFQ-PCR) and 10,000 times higher than
that of polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Fifty-two clini-
cal samples were detected by RF-RAA and RFQ-PCR,
and the coincidence rate of the two methods was 98.08%.
This method has the advantages of simple operation,
good specificity and high sensitivity, and can be used for
laboratory detection and clinical diagnosis of DuCV.
Key words: duck circovirus, recombin
ase-aided amplification, rapid detection
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INTRODUCTION

Duck circovirus disease (DuCVD) is an infectious
disease caused by duck circovirus (DuCV), and ducks
of all ages and breeds are prone to infection by DuCV
(Li et al., 2018). DuCV was first discovered in 2003
(Hattermann et al., 2003), and then cases of infection
have been reported in many countries around the world.
DuCV can damage the immune system of ducks
(Li et al., 2020), cause immunosuppression (Liu et al.,
2020), and lead to secondary infection or multiple infec-
tions (Yang et al., 2018). The diseased ducks showed
loss of feather, loss of appetite, and developmental retar-
dation. In severe cases, even shortness of breath, anemia,
decreased production performance, and even death
occur. The symptoms of DuCVD are similar to those of
some bacterial, fungal infections and some nutritional
diseases (Jiang et al., 2021). It is difficult to make an
accurate diagnosis of DuCVD in clinic, so it is necessary
to make laboratory differential diagnosis. In this study,
a rapid and accurate RF-RAA method for the detection
of DuCV was established, which is of positive signifi-
cance for the prevention and control of DuCVD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viral Nucleic Acid Extraction

The DNA of DuCV, Muscovy duck parvovirus
(MDPV), duck enteritis virus (DEV), fowl adenovirus
(FAdV), porcine circovirus (PCV), and duck hepatitis
A virus (DHAV) (all the viruses were tested, isolated,
identified, and preserved by our laboratory) were
extracted according to the instructions of DNA/RNA
nucleic acid extraction kit (Tiangen Biotech Co., Ltd.,
Beijing, China). The extracted RNA was reversely tran-
scribed into cDNA.
Primer Screening and Probe Design for
Detecting DuCV by RF-RAA

NCBI was used to find whole genome sequences of
DuCV, and 3 pairs of specific primers were designed
according to the principle of RAA primer design
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Table 1. Primers selected for DuCV reaction by RF-RAA.

Primers Sequence (50-30) Gene localization

DuCV-1-F CCTCTGATCTGGCCGAAGCGA
CATCCGCTGT

377-407

DuCV-2-F CTGTGATGGCTGGCGTCCCGC
TGACTGAGGTG

404-435

DuCV-3-F CCGCTGACTGAGGTGGCCCGG
AAGTTCCCC

421-450

DuCV-1-R TGCCGGGAGGACCAATCAG
AACGATGACTT

530-557

DuCV-2-R AATTCAAATGCATAACGGC
TCTTTCCGGTG

558-587

DuCV-3-R CCGCGTGGTTTGTAATACTTGT
TTTCGGCG

591-620

Abbreviations: DuCV, duck circovirus; RF-RAA, real-time fluores-
cence-based recombinase-aided amplification.
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(Li et al., 2019) for the conserved region (rep gene).
DuCV DNA was used as template to prepare 50 mL
reaction: VI buffer (25 mL); purified water (17.1 mL),
upstream primer, (10 mM, 2.1 mL), downstream primer
(10 mM, 2.1 mL), template (1.2 mL), and magnesium
acetate (2.5 mL). After reacting at 38°C for 30 min, the
product was purified and the result was observed by 2%
agarose gel electrophoresis. A pair of optimal primer
combinations was selected, and a probe was designed
between upstream and downstream primers. The pri-
mers and probes were synthesized and modified by a bio-
chemical company (Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd., Shanghai,
China) (Table 1).
Establishment of a RF-RAA Assay for
Detecting DuCV

According to the instructions of RAA nucleic acid
amplification kit (fluorescence method) (Qitian Gene
Biological Technology Co., Ltd. Jiangsu. China), a
RF-RAA reaction system (50 mL) was constructed: VI
buffer (25 mL), forward primers (10 mM, 2.1 mL),
reverse primers (10 mM, 2.1 mL), template (DuCV
DNA) (1.2 mL), probe (0.6 mL), the final volume was
made up to 47.5 mL with purified water (16.5 mL).
The mixture was pipetted into the reaction unit, and
2.5 mL of magnesium acetate was added to the mix-
ture. After blending in the thermostatic amplifier, it
was immediately taken out and placed in the thermo-
static nucleic acid amplification/detection device
(Qitian Gene Biological Technology Co., Ltd. Jiangsu.
China) for reaction for 25 min at 37°C, and slope ≥20
indicated a positive result.
Selection of Reaction Temperature and Time
for Detecting DuCV by RF-RAA

When other conditions remained unchanged, only the
reaction temperature (37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42°C) was
changed for test, and the best temperature was selected.
Judging criterion for the best reaction time: a strong
fluorescence signal can be observed in a short time.
Specificity Test of RF-RAA in Detecting
DuCV

DuCV, MDPV, DEV, FAdV, and DHAV of susceptible
ducks with similar clinical symptoms (depression, reduced
feeding, and retardation) and PCV with the same circular
structure were selected as templates. The same 50-mL
reaction system as above was prepared according to the
kit instructions. The reaction tube was placed in the
instrument and RF-RAA was tested at the optimum tem-
perature to verify the specificity of the reaction.
Sensitivity Test of RF-RAA in Detecting DuCV

Preparation of standard plasmids: using the conserved
region of DuCV (rep gene) as a template, a pair of 18 to
27 bp PCR primers (F: ATCCTCTGATCTGGCC-
GAAG, R: AATTCAAATGCATAACGGCTCTTTC)
were designed and synthesized near the probe. Reaction
system: 2 £ Taq Mix (25 mL) (Vazyme Biotech Co.,
Ltd., Nanjing, China), forward primers (10 mM, 1 mL),
reverse primers (10 mM, 1 mL), template DNA (3 mL),
the final volume was made up to 50 mL with purified
water. Reaction conditions: pre-denatured at 94°C for 5
min; denatured at 94 °C for 30 s; annealed at 50°C for 30
s; extended at 72°C for 30 s, a total of 34 cycles; extended
at 72°C for 5 min.
After purification, the product was ligated to pMD20-

T vector (Takara Biomedical Technology Co., Ltd. Bei-
jing. China) and introduced into DH5a competent cells.
Positive single colonies were selected by blue and white
screening, and plasmids were extracted after overnight
culture, and then sent to a biochemical company (Sangon
Biotech Co., Ltd.) for sequencing and verification. The
copy number of DNA per unit volume of positive plas-
mids was calculated.
Plasmid copy number (copies/L) = [plasmid concen-

tration (g.mL�1) £ 6.02 £ 1023]/[total fragment length
(bp) £ 660 g/mol].
Total fragment length = vector length (bp)+target

fragment length (bp).
The plasmid concentration diluted to 109-10° copies/

mL was used to analyze the sensitivities of RF-RAA,
PCR, and RFQ-PCR.
RF-RAA sensitivity test: 1.0 mL of plasmid with a

concentration of 1 £ 104-1 £ 10° copies/mL was used as
the template, and the reaction was carried out according
to the optimized conditions.
PCR sensitivity test: 2 £ Taq Mix (12.5 mL) (Vazyme

Biotech Co., Ltd), forward primers and reverse primers
(10 mM, 0.5 mL) (primers same as above for standard
plasmid preparation), template (plasmid with a concen-
tration of 1 £ 107-1 £ 10° copies/mL) (1.0 mL), the final
volume was made up to 25 mL with purified water. The
reaction conditions were the same as those in the prepa-
ration of standard plasmids. The amplification products
were observed by electrophoresis in 2% agarose gels.
RFQ-PCR sensitivity test: TB Green Premix Dimer-

Eraser (2£) (12.5 mL) (Takara Biomedical Technology
Co., Ltd.), forward primers and reverse primers (10 mM,
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0.5 mL) (primers ibid), template (plasmid with a concen-
tration of 1 £ 106-1 £ 10° copies/mL) (1.0 mL), the final
volume was made up to 25 mL with purified water. Reac-
tion conditions: pre-denatured at 95°C for 30 s; dena-
tured at 95°C for 5 s; annealed at 55°C for 30 s; extended
at 72°C for 30 s, a total of 40 cycles.

The PCR and RFQ-PCR methods used in this experi-
ment have been verified by our laboratory for many
times.
Robustness

The plasmid samples at different concentrations (104,
102, and 10° copies/mL) were selected for replication,
and the experiment for each concentration was repeated
for 5 times. According to the judging criterion of RAA-
nucleic acid amplification kit (fluorescence method)
(when the slope k ≥20, the result was positive), the time
taken for the fluorescence curve to reach the criterion for
a positive result was recorded, and the coefficient of vari-
ation (CV) within the group was calculated; at the same
time, the above tests were carried out every 7 d for 3 con-
secutive times, and the CV between groups was calcu-
lated to evaluate the repeatability and stability of this
method.
Clinical Sample Detection

RF-RAA and RFQ-PCR were used to detect the
bursa of Fabricius in 52 ducks clinically diagnosed with
DuCVD (samples from 5 duck farms in northern China,
with clinical manifestations of shortness of breath,
retarded growth, and messy feathers), and the viral
nucleic acid was extracted. The specific operation was
carried out according to the instructions of the viral
DNA/RNA nucleic acid extraction kit. The detection
results of RF-RAA and RFQ-PCR were compared, and
the coincidence rate of the two methods was calculated.
RESULTS

Primer Screening and Probe Design for
Detecting DuCV by RF-RAA

As can be seen from the figure, reaction product no.8
had only one highlighted band with correct fragment
Figure 1. Primer screening for detecting DuCV by RF-RAA. M: marke
2-R are combined. 3: DuCV-1-F and DuCV-3-R are combined. 4: DuCV-2-
bined. 6: DuCV-2-F and DuCV-3-R are combined. 7: DuCV-3-F and DuC
DuCV-3-F and DuCV-3-R are combined. Abbreviations: DuCV, duck circov
cation.
size (Figure 1). The corresponding combination was
selected as the best primer and a probe is designed in it.
DuCV-T (458−507 bp): ATGTTCTTTGGGCGTGGC
CTGGAACGCC/i6FAMdT//idSp/CG/iBHQ1dT/CA
CCTGATCGTTGAG.
Selection of Reaction Temperature and Time
for Detecting DuCV by RF-RAA

The fluorescence curve peaked at 41°C, and the value
of fluorescence signal increased gradually with the reac-
tion, but the growth rate decreased in the later stage of
reaction. At 15 min, the value of fluorescence signal was
high and the reaction time was short (Figure 2E). There-
fore, 41°C and 15 min were chosen as the best reaction
conditions for RF-RAA.
Verification of Specificity of RF-RAA in the
Detection of DuCV

The results showed that there was no fluorescence
curve with other viral nucleic acids as templates except
DuCV (Figure 3), which proved that RF-RAA had good
specificity and no cross reaction with other viral nucleic
acids.
Comparison of Sensitivity of Three Methods
for Detecting DuCV

The minimum concentration of template detected of
DuCV was 104 copies/mL for PCR (Figure 4A), 101 cop-
ies/mL for RFQ-PCR (Figure 4B), and 10° copies/mL
for RF-RAA (Figure 4C), indicating that the sensitivity
of RF-RAA was 10 times higher than that of RFQ-PCR,
10,000 times higher than that of conventional PCR.
Robustness

The results showed that the CV was 2.30 to 3.77% for
intra-batch replication and 2.44 to 5.80% for inter-batch
replication (both less than 10%) (Table 2), indicating
that the established RF-RAA assay had good repeatabil-
ity and stability.
r. 1: DuCV-1-F and DuCV-1-R are combined. 2: DuCV-1-F and DuCV-
F and DuCV-1-R are combined. 5: DuCV-2-F and DuCV-2-R are com-
V-1-R are combined. 8: DuCV-3-F and DuCV-2-R are combined. 9:
irus; RF-RAA, real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-aided amplifi-



Figure 2. Selection of reaction temperature and time for detecting DuCV by RF-RAA. (A−F) shows the fluorescence curves under the reaction
conditions of 25 min, 37−42°C. According to the peak value and growth rate of fluorescence curve, 41°C and 15 min were determined as the best reac-
tion conditions. Abbreviations: DuCV, duck circovirus; RF-RAA, real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-aided amplification.

Figure 3. Verification of Specificity of RF-RAA in the Detection of DuCV. 1: DuCV. 2: MDPV. 3: DEV. 4: FAdV. 5: DHAV. 6: PCV. 7: nega-
tive control. Fluorescence amplification curve was visible only when DuCV was used as template, indicating that RF-RAA has good specificity.
Abbreviations: DuCV, duck circovirus; DEV, duck enteritis virus; DHAV, duck hepatitis A virus; FAdV, fowl adenovirus; MDPV, Muscovy duck
parvovirus; PCV, porcine circovirus; RF-RAA, real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-aided amplification.
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Figure 4. Comparison of sensitivity of three methods in detecting DuCV. (A) Sensitivity of PCR in detecting DuCV. M: marker. N: negative
control. (B) Sensitivity of RFQ-PCR in detecting DuCV. N: negative control. (C) Sensitivity of RF-RAA in detecting DuCV. N: negative control.
K: slope. As can be seen from the figure, the minimum concentration of template detected of DuCV was 104 copies/mL for PCR, 101 copies/mL for
RFQ-PCR and 10° copies/mL for RF-RAA. Abbreviations: DuCV, duck circovirus; RF-RAA, real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-aided ampli-
fication; RFQ-PCR, real-time fluorescence-based quantitative PCR.
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Clinical Sample Detection

Two methods were used to detect 52 clinical samples,
and 36 positive strains and 16 negative strains were
detected by RFQ-PCR. Thirty seven positive strains
and 15 negative strains were detected by RF-RAA. The
coincidence rate of sample test results between RF-RAA
and RFQ-PCR was 98.08% (Table 3).
DISCUSSION

Existing laboratory diagnostic methods for DuCV
have their own advantages and disadvantages. PCR
needs high temperature denaturation, low temperature
annealing, and moderate temperature extension
(Li et al., 2015), so it is inseparable from the use of ther-
mocycler; RFQ-PCR is sensitive, but the instrument is



Table 2. RF-RAA robustness results.

Concentration (copies/mL)

Intragroup replication Intergroup replication

Mean (X§SD) CV (100%) Mean (X§SD) CV (100%)

104 2.22 § 0.08 3.77 2.37 § 0.06 2.44
102 2.62 § 0.08 3.19 2.63 § 0.15 5.80
100 4.96 § 0.11 2.30 5.03 § 0.21 4.14

Abbreviation: RF-RAA, real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-aided amplification.

Table 3. Clinical test results of two methods.

Methods Positive cases Negative cases Positive coincidence rate (%) Negative coincidence rate (%) Total consistent rate (%)

RFQ-PCR 36 16 - - -
RF-RAA 37 15 100 93.75 98.08

Abbreviations: RF-RAA, real-time fluorescence-based recombinase-aided amplification; RFQ-PCR, real-time fluorescence-based quantitative PCR.
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expensive; there are some problems such as nonspecific
reaction in the detection of antibodies by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (Yang et al., 2019); loop-mediated
isothermal amplification is highly specific and sensitive,
but the primer design is complex and the reaction can
only be carried out at 60 to 65°C (Zhao et al., 2012).

Recombinase-aided amplification (RAA) is a new iso-
thermal in vitro nucleic acid amplification technique
that uses recombinase, single-stranded DNA-binding
protein (SSBP), and DNA polymerase instead of con-
ventional thermally stable enzymes for rapid amplifica-
tion of target genes at a constant temperature in 15 to
30 min (Zheng et al., 2019). Since the advent of RAA, it
has been widely used in the detection of pathogenic
microorganisms, including bacteria (Zhang et al.,
2019a), viruses (Wang et al., 2021), parasites
(Zhang et al., 2019b), and other pathogens.

In this experiment, specific primers and probes were
designed on the basis of RAA. The probe contained a
tetrahydrofuran (THF) residue, the T bases on both
sides were labeled with a fluorophore and a quencher,
respectively, and a blocking group (C3-spacer) was con-
nected to the 30 end of the probe. When the probe was
single-stranded, the fluorescence signal emitted by the
fluorophore was absorbed by the quencher. Once the tar-
get sequence was identified to be double-stranded, the
THF was cut off, the fluorophore was in a free state, and
the fluorescence signal can be detected by the instru-
ment, thus achieving a positive correlation between the
accumulation of amplification products and the value of
fluorescence signal.

The detection of DuCV by RF-RAA requires only 15-
min reaction under the constant temperature of 41°C to
complete the detection, which is significantly shorter
than the PCR or RFQ-PCR methods commonly used in
clinical practice. And the lowest template concentration
that can be detected by RF-RAA can reach 10° copies/
mL, and the sensitivity is 10 times that of RFQ-PCR
and 10,000 times that of PCR. In addition, the instru-
ment used in this method is smaller in size and lower in
price, and the detection results are judged by the instru-
ment, which is more accurate and objective. The opera-
tion steps of detecting DuCV by RF-RAA method are
simpler and easier to operate, and the reaction reagent is
stored in the form of freeze-dried powder, which is easier
to preserve and transport than the liquid reagent, and
more conducive to promotion. These advantages make
RF-RAA is likely to be widely used in the detection mar-
ket as an important detection method in the future.
CONCLUSIONS

In this study, specific primers and probes were
designed for the conserved region (REP gene) of DuCV,
and a RF-RAA method was established for the detection
of DuCV. The accumulation of amplification products
was positively correlated with the intensity of fluores-
cence signal, and obvious results can be observed by
instrument under reaction conditions of 15 min, 41°C.
RF-RAA is expected to be a supplement to conventional
PCR and RFQ-PCR in clinical detection, and has a posi-
tive significance for epidemic prevention and control.
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